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While the movement of goods between India and China are usually 

discussed in terms of trade, these imported and exported 

objects have lives that far exceed their financial value. They 

enter into dialogical relationships with people and their 

desires, values and practices to create new interactions, 

concepts and spaces; a politics that complicates conventional 

understandings of geopolitical exchange. This book traces the 

itineraries of mobile phones.
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Technotonix

Four Friends who 

met at a small 

software coding 

institute worked 

at different 

places after 

their education, 

but kept in 

touch. After a 

couple of years 

of getting bored 

with standard 

work and 

routine, the 

four friends 

decided to 

venture into 

starting a 
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business. It was 2010 and smart phones had 

just entered markets in India. Assembling 

computers was very popular in the late 

1990s and 2000s, where it was usual for 

small entrepreneurs to buy parts from the 

electronic markets and make machines. Most 

organisations of all sizes depended on such 

assembled computers and people who could 

be called upon anytime to troubleshoot 

problems. The four friends decided to make 

assembled phones. They met with their mentor 

from the coding institution and explained 

their idea to him. He was excited and decided 

to get involved. They soon established a 

company and called it Technotonix. The 

plan was to buy mobile phone parts from 

China and assemble them in India. They 

started contacting vendors from China 

via skype calls who sold parts of mobile 

phones, security and automation products. 

This process was tedious and it took them 

6-8 months to finalise the products after a 

lot of deliberation on the pros, cons and 

price negotiation. They also contacted some 

entities in India who seemed interested in 

the startup and could help in some way or 

the other. Business plans were pitched to 

potential investors and incubation centers. 
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A friend of their mentor helped them 

establish contacts. Their plan was simple: 

for the first two months operate from home; 

then employ students and interns for the 

next two months in a rented space and from 

the fourth month onwards employ three to 

four persons at Rs. 15000/- per month to 

make phones. After six months, a stable 

phone was developed by the company and they 

soon applied for patenting the product. At 

that time, Apple, Samsung, Sony, LG, etc. 

were already there in the market. Tecnotonix 

decided to make a stable smartphone at half 

the cost of the cheapest big brand phones. 

They also promised a longer warranty, 

efficient maintenance service along with a 

product replacement promise in case of any 

manufacturing defects. The products were 

sold at the same shops that sold branded 

products. Within a year, Technotonix phones 

became very popular and the company had 

also expanded. 
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Network of Makers

The assembled phones were made through a 

large number of actors and agents. These 

included the producers of electronic goods 

(complete products and spare-parts) based in 

mainland China; large exporters based from 

anywhere in Asia; small exporters largely 

based in Mumbai and Chennai who auctioned 

goods at the ports of Mumbai and Chennai; 

small traders and suitcase traders (smallest 

traders) who procured goods directly to be 

sold in various markets of India; middle 

negotiators (based in Hong Kong); assemblers 

who procured spare-parts from exporters and 

traders (small and large companies based 

anywhere in India); assembling unit owners 

and workers, distributors who distributed 

branded goods directly from large exporters 

or assembled products from assemblers, 
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retail shop owners, warehouse operators 

and internet shop owners. Along with this 

circuit of goods, another circuit operates 

of repairers, who get trained either through 

various coaching classes, or through 

apprenticeship, or through the material 

available on the internet. They are also 

located in the electronic clusters as well 

as other parts of various cities. While 

the networks are affected by regulatory 

environments of various places where the 

trade nodes (production units, negotiating 

offices, exporter and trader offices, ports, 

electronic clusters, assembling company 

offices, assembling units, warehouses, 

internet company offices, retail shops, 

etc.) are located, they are also influenced 

by other cultural factors like ethnicity, 

language, kinship, etc. 
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IMEI

Though Techtonix became popular and made 

profits, many such companies that made 

assembled mobile phones shut office due 

to many reasons - the product quality was 

not consistent, the large brands offered 

cheaper options, the founders went bankrupt 

due to over-production and non-sale, China 

started selling assembled products at one-

third the price, etc. In May 2014, the 

Indian Government set new regulations, 

according to which the mobile phone makers 

were asked to submit International Mobile 

Equipment Identity (IMEI) numbers along with 

authenticity certificates issued by agencies 

accredited by the Global System of Mobile 

Communication Association (GSMA). This 

certification was difficult to be obtained by 

small start-up companies as many parts in 
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the phones came through informal routes and 

had no clear and acceptable paper-work. 
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Proxy Brands

 

Paula had come to Mumbai from Berlin for a 

conference. The night before the conference 

her X Phone had started acting up. The 

ringer wouldn’t sound and she had to rely 

on the flashing screen to know when she was 

receiving a call. This meant she had to be 

constantly alert  and would miss a call if she 

was away from the phone. She was expecting 

some important calls and was worried about 

missing them. She told her hosts in Mumbai 

about the problem. Someone suggested to her 

to take the phone to the local market, where 

there were Tamtung phones. These shops 

hired technicians who would take care of 

small repairs for a charge without having 

to send the phone to a centralised company 

repair service. Someone told her that as 

Tamtung had copied X Phone, most of the 
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parts were the same and could be used in 

either. All parts came from China and the 

technology transfer was very fluid between 

various brands. That evening she took the 

phone to the Tamtung phone store. Within 

30 minutes the repair technician fixed the 

problem. He had the interchangeable spare 

parts handy, which helped.   
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Shop under the stair

Alifia’s X Phone had started discharging. It 

would not retain power for more than two 

hours. To add to that in a scuffle she had 

with her brother the previous day, her phone 

had slipped from her hand and the screen had 

cracked. She was very worried because the 

replacements she found at the official store 

were very expensive. She could not afford 

to spend so much money. Her friend told her 

about the shop under the stair. They repaired 

all brands. Alifia went to the area she was 

referred to and asked everyone for the shop 

under the stair. She did not have its name 

or address. Almost everyone she asked knew 

about the shop. A chain of people directed 

her to the place. The shop was literally 

under the staircase of a residential 

building. Three technicians worked there. 
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They paid rent to the residential building. 

Alifia asked one of the technicians to quote 

a price for the repair. It was a third of 

what the official store had told her. The 

technician also had two options for her at 

two different prices. He asked if she wanted 

a first copy or a second copy. The first copy 

was indistinguishable from the original 

apparently. But they said the second copy 

was just as good. 

Alifia chose the 

first copy as 

it was only a 

tad bit more 

expensive than 

the second but 

still one third 

the price she 

would otherwise 

have to pay. The 

technician asked 

her to come back after an hour. He said 

the phone would be ready by then. Not being 

comfortable with leaving her expensive 

phone with the guy below the stair, she 

insisted she would stay there as she had 

nothing else to do. She watched Ali, the 

technician open the phone. He deftly opened 
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the tiny screws below the cover and placed 

them on his table. The table’s surface had 

so many scores and dust that Alifia could 

not detect the screws from where she stood. 

She wondered how the technicians could find 

them. But without batting an eyelid Ali 

skillfully changed the parts he had asked 

his helper to bring from the neighbouring 

shop which stocked them. In forty minutes 

Alifia was ready to walk out with a brand new 

screen and a new battery. 
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Mobile Guru

Ashish went to Raj Institute to learn how to 

repair mobile phones. The mobile training 

centre was in a small tenement in a chawl 

on Lamington Road. Raj Institute shared 

the rent with a shop that used part of 

the premises to store their wares. After 

his course Ashish started repairing mobile 

phones on his own. Since he did not have 

enough money to set up a repair shop for 

himself, he approached a mobile store to 

hire his services. The mobile store instead 

of paying him a salary asked him to run 

his repair business on his own through 

their premises and share part of his profits 

towards rent. Ashish was given a chair and 

a three foot wide table space. Ashish by 
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now had repaired so many mobile phones that 

he had got the hang of all the various 

nuances. He was also connected to other 

repair technicians in Lamington road. If one 

person did not have a particular spare part 

they would approach another. At Lamington 

Road, which is the prime electronics market 

in Mumbai, products are imported through 

different ways based on what the products 

are and their value. Most of the big brand 

products as well as smaller products and 

parts are bought from China. Amongst the 

parts are usually,  the display, touch bar, 

camera (both front and rear), flash-light, 

RAM and battery. All of these are brought 

in different qualities and prices. In 

appearance, they may look almost similar to 

the original ones, but usually come almost 

at 20% of the price of the original one. 

There are second grade parts used during 

manufacturing or sometimes recycled. The 

technicians know which part can be removed 

in a phone only after dismantling the mobile 

phone till they can see the mother-board. 

In branded phones, the display, touch bar, 

cameras with flash and battery are the only 

things which can be modified and other than 

that parts like, processor, RAM, Touch-
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ID button etc., cannot be touched as they 

are fixed with sophisticated machines. The 

technicians also had secret codes through 

which they would leave their marks on the 

phone. So if a customer went to anyone else, 

they would know whom the phone had passed 

through. Ashish soon decided to set up a 

YouTube channel under the name of Mobile 

Guru. He decided he would train other 

younger technicians like him. He was 

very meticulous and crisp in 

his teaching. The large traffic 

he received on YouTube also got 

him advertisements from where 

he started making much more 

money than he would through his 

individual repair service. He 

requested people to subscribe 

to his channel by pressing the 

bell icon. He received a lot 

of praise in the comments that 

people left behind. There were 

comments from various places 

in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 

where people seemed to be benefiting from 

his tutorials. A large community of repair 

technicians were connected across the world. 

If anyone had a problem they would post a 
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query and within minutes they would get a 

reply from somewhere in the world.  
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Itinerant Desires looks at the lives of some ‘usual and unusual 

commodities’ as they travel from China to India to inhabit a 

transactional object/space, a scaffold. This scaffold draws 

its form from the urbanity of Mumbai, where high densities and 

intensities of built form create new vectors for activities, 

networks, and livelihoods while providing, in the museum, a 

space for intimacies and rest. 
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